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You already know that Mitchell Connect simplifies communications, but did you know that the latest updates to
this collaborative workflow tool make communication between carriers and repair facilities even easier? Manage
day-to-day tasks and jobs more efficiently with these eight key features:

1. Appraise on the Go

Mitchell Connect is available on any device and can be accessed from anywhere. Add photos, review or edit
claim information and assignments no matter where you are.

2. Prioritize Your Day

No need to sort through all open tasks to prioritize your work for the day. Now you can easily manage and
organize your tasks by viewing your daily tasks at a glance.
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3. Improve Communication

Share estimate and repair information between your insurance company and repair facility partners so you can
track the status of the estimate and repair to help ensure your customers are always kept up to date.
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4. Manage Information from One Place

Complete and manage all important information associated with the estimate and customer from the Job
Overview screen. This screen also allows for all photo attachments to be managed and tracked and is your portal
to launch Mitchell Cloud Estimating or your estimating system of choice.
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5. Seamlessly Connect with WorkCenter

Integration with WorkCenter and claims management systems allows for single sign-on into Connect from the
itinerary view or directly from the claim.
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6. Quickly Retrieve Estimates

Enter the claim number to pull a previously written Mitchell estimate so you can quickly view or supplement the
estimate.

https://www.mitchell.com/products-services/collision-repair-shop-solutions/cloud-estimating
https://www.mitchell.com/products-services/physical-damage-claims-management/workflow/review/estimateadvisor
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7. Easily Connect with Estimating Platforms

Whether you are uploading estimates from UltraMate or other estimating solutions or writing estimates in
Mitchell Cloud Estimating, you can quickly access estimates and send them to WorkCenter with just a click in
Mitchell Connect.

Additionally, when paired with Mitchell Cloud Estimating, you can manage your estimate profile, templates and
parts profiles all from within Connect.
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https://www.mitchell.com/products-services/collision-repair-shop-solutions/cloud-estimating


 

8. Start and Maintain Total Loss Claims in One Location

When paired with WorkCenter Total Loss, you can easily create a total loss claim from an existing partial loss
claim with Mitchell Connect. Reduce the chances of re-keying errors and simplify the total loss process by
accessing everything in one location.

The latest updates to Mitchell Connect for staff will improve workflow by helping you prioritize your daily
tasks, manage claims information from one place and streamline total loss processes. Also, you'll save time when
you appraise on the go, access various tools in one location and quickly retrieve estimates with an easy claim
number search. Stay tuned for more innovative features to be released this year as we continue to improve and
optimize Mitchell Connect for staff to support appraisers' needs for increased efficiency.
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